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Spectrum is an annual competition in essay writing sponsored by the Writing Across the
Curriculum Committee at Saint Mary's College. Submissions are read by a panel ofjudges
and cash awards are given at the end ofeach spring semester. Winning essays are published
in Spectrum the following fall.
Spectnmi seeks to publish essays from a wide range ofdisciplines, and all undergraduates at
Saint Mary's College are encouraged to submit essays written as a part of their coursework
for consideration.
Submissions for the 2005 contest may be sent via campus mail to Spectrum, c/o Gail Drexler,
EnglishDepartment, or may be placed in the zebra-striped Spectrum box on the third floor of
Dante Hall, near the elevator. All submissions should include the name of the faculty
member and course for which the paper was written. Please mark all submissions with
"Attention: Spectrum" and make sure they contain the author's full name, local phone
number, and email address.
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Madame Mao's Revolution:
Madame Mao Jiang Qing And the Performing
Arts of China During the Cultural Revolution
By Tiffany Anders-Record
"Don't think that I amjust herepromoting theatrical performances.
I am here engaged in a battle against feudalism, capitalism and revisionism.'
- Jiang Qing
"Sex is interesting in the first rounds, but what sustains interestin the long
runis power." - Jiang Qing
Chinese who were adolescents during the late 1960's are knownas "the lost
generation," for they came ofage in a chaotic cultural caldron knovra as the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), which dissolved the traditional Chinese social framework
{China Rising). TheCultural Revolution wasMao Zedong's attempt to reassert his authority
as Chairman of theChinese Communist Party (CCP) and to prove to theChinese people he
wasstill in control. He started by tapping into the greatidealism and energy of China's
youth and encouraging youth movements, such as theRed Guard, to return to the pure ideals
of revolution. They were urged to scour their societyof its "Four Olds"—old ideas,old
culture, old customs and old habits—^and then rebuild societyanew(Short 547). This
cultural cleansing sought to eradicate traditional forms of Chinese art andliterature, declaring
theold forms andthepeople who made them bourgeois, decadent andglorifying China's
feudal past. At the helm of theyouth movements and artistic cleansing was the patron saint
of theRed Guard, Mao's wife, ex-actress Jiang Qing, known simply as "Madame Mao."
Under thedirection of Jiang Qing, traditional Chinese art forms, mostnotably Peking Opera,
were transformed and manipulated to spreadthe socialist doctrine ofthe CCP and bolster
Mao'spower. Jiang Qing officially sanctioned and directed theproduction of the"Eight
Model Works," carefully-crafted modem revolutionary operas, ballets and symphonies
whose characters and themes offered perfect role models ofideal communist revolutionary
thought and spirit. These model works reached their zenith during the Cultural Revolution,
illustrating the dramatic transformation of the role ofart and the artist in Chinese culture.
However, contrary to her claims, it becomes apparent that in creating revolutionary
performing art works, Jiang Qing was not merely carrying out Mao's wishes. Jiang Qing's
achievement ofproducing a canon of revolutionary stage and film pieces had a profoundly
personal goal: to obtain her own individual power, both as the sole leader of the Chinese
people and in the film and theater industry that had rejected her during her acting career.
In order to understand Jiang Qing's cultural reform and the complex era in which it
took place, it is essential to provide a foundation through an overview ofChinese history,
including the life ofJiang Qing and the tradition ofChinese performing arts. Events as
momentous as the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution do not occur in a vacuum, but rather
are clearly spawned fi-om the environment preceding them. Such events change history. It is
through the investigation of the climate surrounding the Cultural Revolution that we may
understand the political tensions and how they influenced Jiang Qing's manipulation of
Chinese arts and literature.
Part I, History
In any discussion of Chinese society one must remember China is an ancient,
exceptionallysophisticated culturewith a five-thousand-year history of refined philosophy,
science, medicine, religion, art (including literature and music), and efficientbureaucracy.
Throughout China's history its leaders have governed a self-sufficient, vast, geographically
isolated area populated with hundreds of millions of peopleand comprised of diverse
ethnicities and cultures, including the predominant Han and over fifty-five minorities {China
Rising). This enormous population was united by the control ofan emperorrulingunder a
Mandate ofHeaven,and although individual emperors and rulingfamilies have come and
gone, the imperial throne itself was respected and remained for thousandsofyears (Roberts
195). In this way, China's cultureremained conservative, resisting change in its social and
philosophical structure.
Amid this seemingly stable social structure therehave been two overarching themes
that have defined much of China's history and shaped itsethnocentric outlook: feudalism and
the threat of foreign invasion. Both themes continued into tlie twentieth century and became
the integral components in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in the 1960's {China
Rising). The first, the feudal institution, has existed since China's prehistory. As far back as
back as the Shang Dynasty (1523-?1027 BCE), wealthy landowningwarlords with
aristocratic lineages controlled large populations of peasants who were made to work the
land, defend it andbuild fortifications andcities to increase the warrior landlords' power
(Roberts69). Although therehas been a traditionof peasant revolts throughout China's
history, especially during timesof famine, this fundamental division between the landowning
nobilityand the common people remained indestructible and shaped China's future society.
Eventually the individual warring states were brought together as a unified China in 221 BCE
undertheCh'in (or Qin) Dynasty, which gavethe country its nameand its firstemperor of
the united China, Qin Shi Huangdi (Rawson 314).
The other predominant themeis barbarian attacks from outsideChina. China's past is
punctuated by these struggles with outside invaders. It was barbarians who drove the ancient
ChineseChou people from their ancestral homeland around700 BCE, and later the first
Ch'in emperorbuilt the Great Wall as a barrieragainst the northern Manchurian barbarians in
the secondcenturyBCE, Nevertheless, by the end of the thirteenth centuryCE Chinahad
been overrun by the Mongols, led by Kublai Khan and later,his grandson Genghis and his
descendants (Roberts 203). In 1644 the Manchu invaded and seized Peking, beginning the
Ch'ing Dynasty. However, by the seventeenth century it was European colonialism
threatening China, igniting tension leading to the Opium Warbetween Britainand China
inl 839-42, resulting in the ceding of HongKongto Britain (Roberts 383). Colonialism
exacerbated anti-foreigner sentiment, whichpeakedin 1900with the failed Boxer Rebellion.
A secretsocietyknown as the"Society of Harmonious Fists"or "Boxers," a group who
opposed all foreign influence, attacked Christian converts, missionaries and the entire foreign
population. Supporting this group, the dowager empress declared war on all foreign powers
but the rebellion was quicklysquelched by an international expedition of troops (Roberts
388).
The internal chaos ensuing fi-om China's struggle withEuropeans led the Chinese
people to believe the imperial rule had become ineffective. Great revolts broke out aimed at
imperial authority. In 1911, the Republicans deposed the Ch'ing Emperor (known as"the
Last Emperor"), ending the long succession of emperors, one of themost traditional
institutions in Chinese history. In 1912, the Republic ofChina was formed, led by president
Sun Yat-sen {China Rising). This era was marked by bloody civil war between the
reforming and modernizing Nationalist Party, known as the Kuomintang, and the burgeoning
Chinese Communist Party, which won over masses ofpeasants with promises ofreform
(Roberts 383). The two groups only ceased fighting once, when they came together to attack
the Japanese occupation ofChina in the 1930's, preceding World War II. Finally, after great
bloodshed, the Kuomintang withdrew to Taiwan in 1948, where its successor remains today
(China Rising). The triumphant Communists inaugurated the Communist People's Republic
ofChina on October 1,1949 in Peking, led by a man who was a great general of the Red
Army and chairman ofthe Chinese Communist Party, Mao Zedong. The charismatic Mao
filled the moral void created by the fall of the imperial ancien regime and won many
supporters by focusing his revolutionary rule on the peasant class, workers and soldiers
(Roberts 483).
However, after approximately fifteen years ofCommunist rule, a growing number of
opposition groups began to arise and question Mao's leadership. This opposition was largely
due to the failure ofMao's "Great Leap Forward," an economic offensive aimed at
modernizing and strengthening China's industry, which resulted in unrest and widespread
famine (Short 442). Out of fear ofhis slippingpower and loss ofrevolutionary zeal, Mao,
assisted by his wife Jiang Qing, instituted the "Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution" in
1966, a sweeping cultural reform designed to eliminate conservative opposition and reassert
his power in the Party. As the name implies, the Cultural Revolution especially targeted
China's cultural institutions, namelyits education system, media and artistictraditions. In an
attempt to limit emerging power or opposition, schools and universities were closed, physical
laborwas demanded of citizens in order to change traditional attitudes of culturalsuperiority
of intellectuals and scholars,and the family structurewas undermined by deliberate attacks
on family authority, an institution which was based on the most conservative of all Chinese
traditions, Confucianism (Short 530). Mao tapped into the enthusiasm of the youngpeople
of China, promoting youthmovements such as the Red Guards, wherechildrenas youngas
twelve carriedout the majorityof the public torture, executions, ridicule, "strugglesessions,"
and property damage which theCultural Revolution became known for(Short 544).
Ultimately, the upheaval of such ingrained aspects ofChinese culture would result in chaos
and unmanageable violence. The Cultural Revolution came to anend when Mao Zedong
died, in 1976.
Part II, Jiang Qing
In addition to theshifting of family values, theroleofwomen in China drastically
changed and advanced underthe newfound freedom ofCommunism. Arranged, early
marriagesand antiquated practicessuch as foot binding were banned and women were
allowed to be active members of the People's Liberation Army. Onewoman who took
advantage of thenew freedom granted towomen was a dynamic, adventuresome aspiring
actress named Lan Ping, laterJiang Qing, who moved to Yen'an, theearlycapital of the
CCP, where she mether future husband, Mao Zedong.
Jiang Qing was bom Li Yunhe in the Shandong province in 1914 to the youngest
concubine ofa rich businessman. As was common at the turn of thecentury, Li Yunhe's feet
were bound at age four as a social signaldesigned to indicateshe was not made for work, but
for marriage. Li Yunhe hated the idea and was insuch excruciating pain, pain that she
recalled as the "brutal evidence of feudalism" (Min 5), thatshedefiantly removed the
bandages (Terrill 23). Soon after, due to excessive abuse at the hands ofher husband and
otherfamily members, Li Yunhe's mother ran away with herdaughter. When Li Yunhe's
mother found shecould notsupport herdaughter onherown, she moved back to herparents'
homewhen Li Yunhe was abouteight years old (Min 11). These two events in Li Yunhe's
early life left an indelible impression onJiang Qing and she would later state the pain
surrounding them and her resulting outrage was the motivation behindher feminist,
empowering artistic endeavors.
Although adored by her maternal grandparents, Li Yunhe repeatedly ran away from
home tojoin Peking Opera schools and troupes, where sheworked as an apprentice and
eventually received a rolebased on herdevotion and ambition (Terrill 30). However, due to
thedepressed economic climate brought onby theJapanese occupation, theaters were closed
and Li Yunhe lost herjob (Min 22). Perhaps due to financial obligation, she soon married a
man named Fei,but the marriage onlylasted a few months and wasnever mentioned by
Jiang Qing in the future (Terrill 38). She divorced and ran away to a nearby bigger city,
Qingdao, where she worked at the Qingdao University library and audited classes (Terrill
40). Itwas inQingdao where she met and fell inlove with Yu Qiwei, a student leader of the
Communist underground. In 1931 the two began living together in amodem, "anti-feudal"
marriage without certificate orceremony (Terrill 42). Li Yunhe became involved inanti-
Japanese theaterproductions and due to Yu Qiwei's connections she soon becamea left-wing
activist and eventually a member of the Chinese Communist Party (Min 32).
However, this marriage was short lived as well. Li Yunhe left Yu Qiwei after he was
imprisoned by the Nationalist government as part oftheir crackdown against influential
Communists (Terrill 44). As at the end ofher first marriage, Li Yunhe again sought to
change her environment and make a fresh start. In 1933, at the age ofnineteen, she moved to
Shanghai, and as an aspiring actress changed her name to Lan Ping (Terrill 49). While
struggling to make it as an actress, she became active in the Communist Youth League and
was arrested in early 1934 and imprisoned for several months due to her association with the
CCP. She was released after signing a denunciation ofher Party affiliation, a fact she hid
later in life, but one that would eventually be used as a weapon against her.
In 1935, she received the female lead role ofNora in Ibsen's A Doll House (Terrill
63). The play was hailed a success and considered a political statement that spoke ofthe
people's dissatisfaction under the Nationalist leader Chiang Kai Shek (Min 58). Lan Ping
became the talk ofShanghai and attracted many admirers, one ofwhom was a famous theater
critic named Tang Na, whom she married in 1936 (Terrill 93). The cosmopolitan, well-
traveled Tang Na helped expand Lan Ping's intellectual and artistic horizons by introducing
her to an international group ofartists and writers in Shanghai, where she cultivated a
knowledge and taste for the vibrant Western art, film and music that was flourishing in
Europe, especially Weimar Germany and Paris, and America in the 1930's (Terrill 96). She
continued to win lead roles in theater while trying eagerly to use her fame to enter the film
industry. However, her attempts failed due to a fiill-scale Japanese attack on Shanghai,
which crippled the Chinese film industry (Terrill 109). After Tang Na attempted suicide, the
famous couple's tumultuous marriageand subsequentaffairsbecamenotorious in Shanghai
and it was not long before the couple divorced. Soon Lan Ping's stormy personal life and
career disappointment led her to make yet another move, this time to the capital of the CCP,
Yen'an.
The adventurous Lan Ping arrived in Yen'an in 1937 amid an ocean ofpilgrims who
wereflocking towards an exciting new lifeof Communism, somefor the promise of
education, others to escape their family or arranged marriages, stillothers just outof curiosity
(Terrill 130). The facilities in thesmall, dusty market village ofYen'anwere primitive, for it
was a makeshift coordination center for the Communists' guerilla war against the Japanese
and Nationalists. People lived in caves hollowed out of the yellow mountainside and worked
alongside the area's peasants. Lan Ping lived the life ofa rural girl, working the fields, living
in filth and eating what little could be coaxed fi-om the mountainous hillside soil (Terrill
142).
Witli her attractiveness, charisma and verve she stood out fi-om the other girls in
Ye'nan like a peacock amidst hens. Lan Ping first caught Mao Zedong's attention at one of
his lectures; Lan Ping found Mao's power very attractive and Mao found her vivacious,
beautiful and engaging (Zhong and Miller 45). Mao was living alone at the time, as his wife
had been sent away to Russia for medical treatment following a nervous breakdown resulting
from the breakup of their marriage (Zhong and Miller 44). The two soon began to see one
another regularly; she was twenty-four and Mao was forty-five (Terrill 138). In 1938 an
already pregnant Lan Ping moved into Mao's cave, changed her name to Jiang Qing and
married him soon after; it was technically her fourth marriage and his fifth. The Politburo
did not approve of their union due to her shaky political background and made Mao promise
she would not interfere in Party issues (Min 105). She withdrew for decades and became a
devoted housewife, taking care ofMao and their daughter Na.
She reemerged in the early 1960's to help Mao reform the arts and literature of China
and repair his image after his failed "Great Leap Forward" in 1958 (Zhong and Miller 83).
He promoted her to head of the Literature and Art Reform Committee, and she relished this
opportunity to enter the political sphere and gain an official title and place in the CCP. Mao
also appointed her the chiefadvisor to the three million soldiers ofthe People's Liberation
Army on all matters concerning art and literature (Terrill 256). Jiang Qing's reform of
traditional Chinese performing arts was wildly popular and she soon found herself at the
center of China's cultural whirlwind. As part ofher new role she wrote an article,
denouncing a subversive play calledHairui Dismissedfrom Office, the publication of which
is considered the official launchof the Cultural Revolution(Min 226).
Jiang Qing's fame, powerand position in the CCP grewrapidly from 1966to 1969.
Mao asked her to lead the burgeoning group ofrevolutionary youthcalled the Red Guard,
who followed Mao's everywishandcommand, carrying out the Party's dirtywork, including
public ridicule sessions and even executions of party members. Mao asserted the Party itself
was too corrupt to carry out its own cleansingofrevisionists, whom Mao viewed as his chief
threat (Wen xiii). Jiang Qing led ten rallies, each with eleven million Red Guard attendants,
to anoint them for their task of"rebelling against the bureaucracy" (Terrill 256). She had
complete freedom and immense power, which she used to mold China's performing arts into
her image, and attempted to pave the way for her to step into the role of Chairman ofthe
CCP after Mao died.
Ironically, it was the same qualities that propelled Jiang Qing to power that caused
her eventual demise. Her headstrong determination and fiery temperament made her many
enemies. When Mao was close to death she expected and thought it natural that she would
take over as head of the CCP (Terrill 17). Instead, she was used as a scapegoat by the
leading members of the CCP and was blamed for the chaos and violence that occurred during
the Cultural Revolution. For the very same events Mao was deified, Jiang Qing was vilified.
Three weeks after Mao's death in September of1976, Jiang Qing and three ofher cronies,
together known as the "Gang ofFour," were arrested and imprisoned as Deng Xiaoping took
power over China {China Rising). All four were later sentenced to death as traitors at a
highly publicized, televised trial in 1980-81, although the sentences were stayed for several
years (Terrill 387). During the trial, Jiang Qing never admitted any guilt or confessed to any
crime; she maintained an air of superiority and repeated countless times she was only
following Mao's orders. Waving a finger and lecturing, she cursed at the judges and
suggested they were the true criminals (Terrill 388). Jiang Qing spent the remainder ofher
life in jail sewing clothes on dolls for export until her death in 1991.
Part III, Performing Arts
When she began her cultural reform in the early 1960's, Jiang Qing believed the first
genre ofperforming arts to be revolutionizedmust be Peking Opera, for it was the biggest
challenge to reform. Peking Opera was an influential, classical and pure Chinese art form,
and one that was steeped in hundreds of years oftradition. It was highly didactic in nature
and was the way the Chinese masses learned about their history and cultivated moral values
(Mackerras 21). The plots were eithercivil or military in theme and revolved around China's
feudal history, telling romantic, heroic talesoffamous emperors and their concubines, great
warlords andmythical characters (Mackerras 6). Peking Opera was a rich artistic tapestry
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that wove together a varietyof disciplines, integrating acrobatics, singing, mime, acting,
dancing, costuming and elaborate makeup into the operas. The music was classical Chinese
and showcased traditional, well-loved string and flute musical scores. The educated elite and
aristocracy, and most especially the imperial family, favored the dramatic style, elegant
music, language and sumptuous costumes ofthe operas.
Prior to the early twentieth century, Peking Opera actors were all male, with boys and
young men impersonating the female characters. Many ofChina's greatest Peking Opera
stars were those who had specialized in female impersonation, called dans (Zhong and Miller
100). The boys wouldwear stilted shoes, or caiqiao, whichmadethem walk as ifthey were
women with bound feet, a practice the Communists suppressed as feudal and "unhealthy"
(Mackerras 4). The boy actors' personal liveswere also unsavory to the Communists, for
they were often lovers to the imperial courtiers and intellectuals who followed theoperas.
Thispractice wasclearly in conflict with theprogressive gender equality ideals of the
Communist Party. Jiang Qing was quoted in theCCP newspaper Daily denouncing
thepractice, stating," Female impersonation is a product of feudal society. It would be a
strange phenomenon for female impersonation to appear on a Socialist stage. Such
impersonation would undermine operas on revolutionary contemporary themes" (Zhong and
Miller 100).
Yet Jiang Qing could look beyond what she perceived as the weaknesses of Peking
Opera to see the Communist potential ofthe art form. She knew ofthe inspiration and power
of Peking Opera first hand, for she had been both a great fan and devoted actress. She
realized the tradition of Peking Opera was completely ingrained in the Chinese culture, and
therefore, itcould either be a formidable threat towards oran instrument ofthe CCP. Jiang
Qing did not delegate the changes, but instead was an active part ofevery facet ofthe
productions and revisions. She first adapted existing storylines orhad new patriotic
revolutionary plots written, aiming for an end result ofexpressing her messages of
contemporary Socialist life and providing role models for the youth, workers, peasants and
soldiers who were the opera's audience. She intended to preserve the tradition ofthe opera,
but also to reform it by making the masses the heroes instead ofthe feudal niling classes.
For example, dramas about rebellions against corrupt emperors were praised while those
about "feudal morality" were criticized and rejected (Mackerras 17). Jiang Qing in her
speech entitled "Summary of the Forum on the Work in Literature and Art in the Armed
Forceswith Which Comrade Lin Pao Entrusted ComradeJiang Qing" stated her goals:
We, too, should create what is new and original, new in the sense that
it is socialist and original in the sense that it is proletarian. The basic task
ofsocialist literature and art is to work hard to create heroic models of
workers, peasants and soldiers. Only when we have such models and
successful experience in creatingthem will we be able to convincepeople, to
consolidate the positions we hold, and to knock the reactionaries' stick out of
their hands (Jiang Qing 42).
Next, Jiang Qing designed theactual production, picking actors andactresses, helping
choose thecostumes, setsand even hairand makeup styles. Shekept someof the most
classic elements in theproductions, such as thegreatly stylized gestures, the singing style (or
it would no longer havebeen opera), andtheacrobatics. However, she removed "bourgeois"
elements thatdid not fit the revolutionary ideals. Theopulent costumes andsumptuous
embroidered silk backdrops were discarded in favorof the simplecottonuniforms ofthe
soldiers and peasants. The heavyrole-identifying makeup was exchanged for a more natural
style, befitting the proletarian roles. The non-linear episodic plot stylewas changed to a two
to three hour narrative arch (Mackerras 17), which allowed time to tell stories ofmodel
revolutionaries, albeit blatant propaganda. She then addedsignatureelements to the
productions, the most notable being the inclusion ofthe female heroine as the main character
of almostevery performance (Mackerras 19). These heroines addeda strong feminist aura to
the productions and provided young women with new models to emulate. In several scenes
in one of JiangQing's ballets, The RedDetachment of Women, the female characters jump
througli the air holding rifles and grenades. Compared to western ballets where waif-like
women are lifted up by strong men, the women in the Chinese productions were undoubtedly
self-assured and empowered. Another ofher changes was to ordereveryoneassociated with
the production, men and women, to wear army uniforms both on and offstage during
rehearsals.
There is however, a touchof irony in Jiang Qing's modifications. Although these
changes were made in the name of revolutionary reform, which wasoneof the main tenets of
Mao's anti-Western, anti-capitalist brand of Communism, many of Jiang Qing's changes
show a strong Western influence. This paradox betrays JiangQing's keen interest in
Western art forms, which she acquired during her time with her third husband Tang Na,
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especially film and musicals, which she was ramored to have enjoyed regularly througliout
her life (Thurston 17). The simplified backdrops, costumes and make-up style emulated
modem western opera and the orchestras were expanded to include non-Chinese instruments,
such as brass and the violin (Mackerras 44). The plot lines cameto resemble the long,
unfoldingnarratives ofEuropeanopera,which rose to a climax instead ofdescribingshort
individual episodes in succession, as did the classical Chinese opera (Mackerras 29). The
Western influence was highlighted when Jiang Qing expanded her reform to other
performing arts, including Westem-style ballets, films (mostlyofthe staged operas) and
symphonies. These other genres reflected elements fi-om the West, no matterhow heavily
Jiang Qing tried to mask them.
The majority ofJiangQing's reforms took place in the early 1960's, and the fruitsof
her laborwereshowcased in the 1964 Festival of Peking Opera on Contemporary Themes.
By the beginning of the Cultural Revolution in 1966,Jiang Qing had devised a theory of
"model" dramas and soon had a repertoireof reformed work known as the "Eight Model
Works," which were comprised of five revolutionaryoperas {The Red Lantern. On the
Docks. Raidon the White Tiger Regiment. SparkAmong theReeds and Taking The Bandits'
StrongholdbyForce), two ballets{The RedDetachment ofWomen and the WJnte-Haired
Girl) and a symphony {Shachiapang) (Zhong and Miller 169). The works all focused on
lauding the CCP and its heroes, and the main principlesofthese model works were that they
must reflect class struggle, promote the interests oftheproletariat (particularly members of
the CCP), and denouncebourgeoisvillainswho took the form ofKuomintangofficials, their
representatives, or Japanese occupiers. Western brass instruments were added to the
orchestra to makethe music more heroic andrevolutionary (Mackerras 30).
By the time the feverish pitch of the Cultural Revolution reached its peak, between
1967-69, when Jiang Qing's power was at its zenith, her attacks on Chinese tradition became
morevirulent. All performances oftraditional Peking Opera werebanned and all records of
musicand books about traditional operaswere hunteddownand destroyed (Mackerras 19).
Jiang Qing ordered the persecution ofartists and directors whom she considered bourgeois or
feudal; such actors were humiliated, physically harmed orotherwise victimized byRed
Guards fired up with revolutionary fervor. If you wanted tobeinthe arts during Jiang
Qing's time you had to follow her instructions, for ifyou did not, you were disagreeing with
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the government and therefore labeled a counterrevolutionary and could be sentenced to death
{China Rising). Many of those persecuted were people from Jiang Qing's past who were
rivals or obstacles to her acting career during her life in Shanghai (Min 267).
Jiang Qing's productions defined the cultureof the time, for they were the only state-
sanctioned form ofentertainment during the Cultural Revolution. They were the only tilings
to see in theaters and cinemas, and all that could be heard being broadcast on the radios and
hummed on thecitizens' lips; posters of the productions evendecorated the wallsof people's
houses and communal areas (Evans and Donald 1). Historian Anne Thurston states in her
bookEnemies ofthe People, "It was a time whenthe viewing pleasureof hundreds of
millions of peoplehad been limited to eight revolutionary works in which heroeswere ever
bothglorious and victorious andvillains were unabashedly and unremittingly evil" (Thurston
17).
Due to the fact that official state-sanctioned art and literature were the only readily
available sourcesof entertainment and information duringthe Cultural Revolution and
preceding years, there is littledoubt JiangQing's theatrical works did indeed presentstrong
role models of ideal communist revolutionary thought andspirit, as theyweretheonly
models available for the youthto emulate. However, if we dig deeper into the phenomena of
revolutionary opera and art during theCultural Revolutionary period, weseeJiang Qing's
motivation forproducing the art wasmorethanjust stoking revolutionary zeal forher
husband's use. Contraryto her claims, it becomes apparent Jiang Qingwas not merely
carrying out Mao's wishes. ShewasnotMao's pawn in his reassertion of power campaign,
forshewentbeyond advancing Mao's agenda andat times accomplished herartistic goals in
ways contraryto Mao's doctrines. Jiang Qing's achievement of producing a canonof
revolutionary stage and film pieces wasa profoundly personal goal to obtain her own
individual power, both as thesole leader of the Chinese people and in thefilm and theater
industry which had rejected herduring heracting career. Jiang Qing's dynamic and
innovative revolutionary artwasanoutlet fora finstrated actress's unfulfilled dreams, anda
physical manifestation of herhope of emerging from theshadow ofMao and therestof the
powerful men inChina's CCP, who had eclipsed her fi-om the very beginning oftheir union.
It was a dream to stand proudly in the spotlight as Mao had, to beworshipped and applauded
by her nation, deafened by peals of"Long live Jiang Qing!" In The White BonedDemon: A
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Biography ofMadame Mao Zedong, Ross Terrill suggests that the only impediment between
her and leadership was her gender, stating "No other woman rose as high in the Chinese
Communist Party (nor in the Communist Party ofany other country). She becameone of the
handful of most powerful women in China's five-thousand-year history. Yet she had not
avoided being discriminated againstas a woman" (Terrill3).
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Beautiful eyes possess an enchanting quality that can blind the admirer and paralyze
his wits. In Pride and Prejudice, when Mr. Darcy first sees Elizabeth's alluring eyes he loses
his ability to reason with himself. Already overwhelmed by the beauty that he can see, he is
soon consumed by the mystery that rests behind the dark eyes. Drawn to something he finds
equally pure and beautiful, Darcy falls in love with a pair ofeyes that fail to see the tmth.
Jane Austen eventually reveals the mystery that rests behind Elizabeth's alluring eyes—an
overwhelming prejudice that originates in a poor first impression and continues to grow with
a series of lies. While Darcy grows enchanted by Elizabeth's eyes, Elizabeth develops a
contempt for him that does not allow her to see the truth. The sense ofpride Darcy exudes
encourages Elizabeth to dislike him. With one impression,Elizabeth builds the foundation
for her dislike of Darcy—a foundation Wickham preys on. She allows herself to be
deceived by Wickham because she wants to believe Darcy is the rude, prideful man she
perceives him to be. Elizabeth sees what she wants to see. Through Elizabeth's dark eyes,
Austen exposes the prejudice that rests in a beautiful woman who believes she can see the
truth. In doing so, Austen reveals the blind nature ofDarcy's love as he falls for the attribute
in Elizabeth that gives birth to her prejudice—^her eyes.
With Mr. Darcy's initial response to Elizabeth, Austen deliberately leads the reader
astray in order to justify Elizabeth's immediate dislike ofhim. Austen writes about Darcy,
"and turning around, he looked for a moment at Elizabeth, till catching her eye, he withdrew
his own" (8-9). Darcy looks at Mr. Bingley and says coldly, "She is tolerable; but not
handsome enough to tempt me" (9). With such a display ofDarcy's pride and arrogance,
Elizabeth understandably dislikes him. However, even in their first meeting Darcy is caught
off guardby her eyes. If his arrogance is such that he is "the proudest,most disagreeable
man in the world," as Austen describes him, he certainly would have no qualms about
holdinghis gaze on what he perceives to be an inferiorwoman (8). But he does not hold his
gaze whenshe catches his eye;he turns awaylike a child caughtstaring at a beautiful
woman. Inher initial illustration of Darcy's behavior, Austen challenges the reader to look
past thepride he exudes to see the reaction ofanaverage man. Darcy is vulnerable tobeauty.
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His response to Bingleyonly servesto protecthimself—a common practiceby humans who
feel vulnerable. With his rude comment about Elizabeth, Darcy intentionally excuses himself
from conversing witha woman who has caught him looking at her. Unfortunately forDarcy,
hischildish response reinforces Elizabeth's perception ofhim as a prideful, arrogant man.
With her first impression of Darcy, Elizabeth fails to see a shy, immature man. Rather,
sheperceives Darcy'spride to be theprimary ingredient of hischaracter. Ironically,
following Elizabeth's firstmeeting with Darcy, Austenforeshadows Elizabeth's blindness.
In a conversation with her sister,Elizabeth says to Jane, "With yourgood sense, to be so
honestlyblind to the follies and nonsense of others!"(10-11). Austen's inclusion ofsuch a
speech just moments afterElizabeth disapproves ofDarcyalludesto Elizabeth's own
blindness to thenonsense of others. When Darcy turns away as hecatches Elizabeth's eye
and then makes a rude comment tojustifyignoring her, hedemonstrates the same level of
nonsense Elizabeth criticizes hersister for failing to recognize. Elizabeth expects others to
have thesame skills of intuition as shedoes. However, herown intuition is poorly
represented in its assessment of Darcy. Thebeautifiil eyes that send a man's gaze to the floor
see only the prideful qualities in Darcy.
Although Elizabeth professes to have an intuition untainted byhersurroundings, when
she first dismisses Darcy shemerely conforms to the popular assessment of himas a prideful
man. Austen writes, "Mr. Darcydancedonly once with Mrs. Hurst and once with Miss
Bingley, declined being introduced to anyother lady, and spent therestof theevening in
walking about the room, speaking occasionally to one ofhis own party." After observing
Darcy's behavior Austen writes, "His character was decided" (8). Austen's tone leaves no
room fordoubt. In addition, Austen assumes thepersonalities of theonlookers in the
ballroom, including Elizabeth, when shesays Darcy's character has been decided. In doing
so, shereveals Elizabeth already maintains a bias toward Darcy before he says sheis not
handsome enough to tempt him. Elizabeth harbors Austen's initial assessment ofDarcy.
Consequently, Elizabeth fails toheed theadvice she gives hersister, and proceeds toblind
herself to thetruth by conforming to theperception of others—or what sherefers to as"the
nonsense ofothers" (10-11).
While Elizabeth's contempt for Darcy grows, Darcy continues to look at the woman he
offended with growing affection: "no soonerhad he made it clear to himself and his friends
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that she had hardly a good feature in her face, than he began to find it was rendered
uncommonly intelligent by the beautiful expression ofher dark eyes" (16). The eyes that
once turned Darcy's gaze away now hold a mysterious, dark quality that draws him in. Just
like a child caught staring at something, Darcy's intrigue continues to grow after his first
glance at Elizabeth. Austen continues, "To this discovery succeeded some others equally
mortifying" (16). Along with Darcy's preoccupation with Elizabeth's eyes, he begins to find
the rest ofher form beautiful. However, his poor impression holds such a strong imprint on
Elizabeth she no longer looks up to meet his eyes as she once did. "To her he was only the
man who made himself agreeable no where, and who had not thought her handsome enough
to dance with" (16). Darcy begins to fall in love with the dark eyes that are developing a
growing contempt for him.
Elizabeth's contempt for Darcy reaches its climax when she listens to and readily
believes what Wickham tells her. When Wickham relates his story about his relationship to
the late Mr. Darcy, a man he claims was to provide for him following his death, Elizabeth
willingly accepts his lies as the truth. With the conclusion ofhis story, Wickham remarks,
"A man ofhonour could not have doubted the intention, but Mr. Darcy chose to doubt it"
(54). Elizabeth's acceptance ofWickham's story is the result of the dark eyes that Darcy
finds so enchanting. Because she already harbors disagreeable feelings toward Darcy, it
takes little effort on Wickham'sbehalf to convince her ofDarcy's lack ofcompassion. In
addition, Austen allows Elizabeth's beautiful eyes to lead her astray when she first meets
Wickham. Austen describes Wickham: "His appearance was greatly in his favor; he had all
the best part ofbeauty, a fine countenance, a good figure, and very pleasing address" (49).
Following Wickham's misleading account of Darcy, Elizabeth honors Wickham for "such
feelings, and thought him handsomer than ever as he expressed them" (55). She becomes so
immersedin Wickham's handsome features and his equal contempt for a man who offended
her that she turns blind.
To emphasize how easily Elizabeth is led astray, Austen exposes Wickham before he
shares his feelings about Darcy. He says, "I have no right to give my opinion as to his being
agreeableor otherwise" (53). However, following such a disclaimer, Wickhamjumps into
his personal history with Darcy, ignoring his previous statement. Thecontradiction in his
speech appears so obvious thereader mayeven fall victim to Wickham's trap. Because
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Elizabethaccepts Wickham's truth she becomesobliviousto Darcy's advances.
Overwhelmed with disgust for Darcy, Elizabeth is unable to see his affection for her. As a
consequence, his marriage proposal arrives as a great surprise.
Darcy allows himself to fall so in love with Elizabeth through her enchanting eyes that
he convinces himself, regardless of her feelings, that shewill accept his proposal. The blind
natureofhis love keeps him fromrealizingElizabeth's deep-rooted contempt. The sudden
expression of his feelings shows thedesperation in hisvoice: "In vainhaveI struggled. It
will notdo. Myfeelings willnotbe repressed. You must allow meto tellyouhow ardently I
admire and loveyou" (125). When he reveals his feelings he is too much infatuated with
Elizabeth to remain concerned with her response. Hecarries outhis proposal with the blind
affection of a man in love. Following his proposal, Austen vmtes, "Elizabeth'sastonishment
was beyond expression. Shestared, coloured, doubted, and wassilent" (125). Hersurprise
comesas a consequence of her ownpoorjudgment. Had she been able to see past the lies fed
to her by Wickham and the deception of her owneyes,Elizabeth's prejudice toward Darcy
wouldneverhave developed. However, just as Darcyis blindedby his love, Elizabeth's dark
eyes are blinded by. the lies and prejudices ofthose who surround her.
Mr. Darcyfalls in lovewith the source of Elizabeth's prejudice, her enchanting eyes.
Austen stresses the irony in Darcy falling in love with something that fails to seehimin a
truthful light. However, sheeventually removes theveil covering Elizabeth's eyes. In doing
so, Austen introduces Elizabeth to a man who never falls out of love with her, even after she
refuses his hand in marriage. Darcy never moves pastElizabeth's beautiful eyes. However,
his love for her allows him to forgive the mistake ofher dark eyes. With hissecond proposal
accepted, Darcy is given the rest ofhis life to find out what rests behind Elizabeth's beautiful
eyes.
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The ways people choose to parent their children will have an effect not only on those
individual children, but on society as a whole. From the tangible aspects of food, shelter and
education to the more intangible elements of love and nurturing, the way a society embraces
the needs of its children defines that society.
I have the privilege of being a mother to my son, Steven, and my daughter Ashley,
who are soon going to be six and four, respectively. As a parent I have learned how children
develop physically, emotionally, and mentally; the requirements ofparenting a special-needs
child; how views on child rearing change once a person actually becomes a parent; how
parenting styles have changed from my parents' generation to mine; and the importance of
parents balancing their time.
Physical, Emotional, and Mental Development of Children
Wliile I was pregnant with our first child, my husband and I took the advice of a good
friend of mine and found a pediatrician. On our first visit with her I confessed to knowing
nothing about babies. She was very reassuring, however, and we grew to rely on her greatly
to assess the progress ofour children's health in general and in reaching their developmental
milestones. With eachmilestone reached, I cautiously took a deep sigh of relief and ticked
another accomplishment off the mental "to-do" list I had for each baby. In general, being
attentiveto childrenreachingtheir milestones is extremelyimportantfor every parent. These
markers indicatewhether a child is progressing within normal ranges. Ifa child is not
reachingthem, or is markedlylate in reachingthem, this can be a sign ofdevelopmental
delay, or a myriad ofother problems, which should be addressed with the child's
pediatrician.
There is so much to be awareofregarding the health and development of our children
that I've found it quite overwhelming at times. Everything firom their first smile to theirfirst
steps is important and, beyond being moments parents canrevel in for theirownsake, they
reflect whether a child isdeveloping normally. In fact, for most ofus, the concerns regarding
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the physical development ofour children start before the babies are even bom and itis during
this time that we first become aware ofwhat it means to be a parent. For most women seeing
theirobstetrician once a monthandundergoing numerous tests throughout their pregnancy is
quite common. Good prenatal care can serve to alert parents and their physicians to potential
problems with the baby. Even with these precautions, though, things can sometimes go
wrong that threaten the normal health and development ofchildren. Forexample, despite all
the good prenatal care I had received, our first child was bom with a severe bacterial blood
infection which was life-threatening. He spent his first three weeks in Children's Hospital in
Oakland, Califomia, with myhusband and I athisbedside virtually around theclock. Being
first time parents, we felt like we had been thrown into the ice water ofparenting, and I got a
crash course in neonatal intensive care. Today he is three months shyof turning sixyears old
and if a person didn't know his history, they would never guess what a rough start he had in
thisworld. Since he wasso sick at thebeginning, however, wehadto be extra vigilant in
tracking his progress inevery respect. This proved tobevery illuminating for me asI
learned howmuch it meant thathecould sayhis first words, and dohis first puzzle, and take
his first steps at the appropriate ages. Each milestone reached meant that he was progressing
normally andthere had not beenresidual damage from his birth.
Parenting a Special-Needs Child
While my son was bom quite ill, my daughter onthe other hand was bom without
complications. As she got a little older, however, she ended up being classified as
developmentally delayed. She isgoing tobefour years old ina few weeks and is now ina
class for special-needs children where she receives occupational and speech therapy. My
children were bothraised in the same house, by the same parents, andtreated by the same
pediatrician, but have physically developed quite differently. The milestones my son reached
early oron time are milestones that my daughter reached ata much later point. While my son
walked before his first birthday, my daughter did not walk until she was about 14 months old.
She also was quite late in talking and had difficulty making certain sounds. Itwas a series of
incidents likethese that first cued us that there might be something wrong withour
daughter'sdevelopment and led us to consult experts in their fields. In general, if parents
notice that theirchildren aren't keeping up with otherkids theirage, or progressing similarly
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to their siblings, this could be an indication that their child may have developmental
problems. These concerns can then be brought to the child's pediatrician and discussed.
Fortunately, there are resources for children with developmental delays or other
special needs. After speaking with our pediatrician, we contacted the Mt. Diablo Unified
School District to have our daughter assessed. After completion ofthe assessment by the
District's language therapist,she was deemedto be qualified to enter the preschool age early
intervention program. Now that she is in the program, we are in constant communication
with her instructorand therapists. They each appriseus ofwhere she is at currently, the
goals they have set for her, and what this means to her overall development. In general,
parents who have children with special needs can benefit from resources such as those the
School District has to offer. They can ftirther benefit from close communication with their
child's teachers and therapists. For example, I have learned through my daughter's therapists
and teachers how closely linkedeach component of the humanbody is and why two
components that seem to have little or nothing to do with each other actually do have veiy
close associations. As an example, whenour kids werebabies, I remember their pediatrician
telling us the importance of giving them timeevery day to playon the floor in orderto
strengthen their muscles. Thiswas oftenreferred to as "tummytime," where the children
were encouraged to lift their heads up and prop themselves up on their hands in order to
strengthen their arms, neck and torso. The importance of this is clear to me now. Two of the
issues our daughter contends with are that her fine motor skills are behind and her muscle
tone is somewhat low. I recently attended a presentation put onbyheroccupational
therapist, who explained thatwhen children are learning how todo fine motor skills such as
writing ordrawing, they must possess the trunk and neck strength to hold themselves inan
upright position inorder to support their arms and hands to perform these tasks. Without that
trunk strength especially, they are unable to hold themselves in aposition appropriate to
execute fine motor skills. I never would have connected the strength in a child's torso ,to the
ability to write ordraw, but now it seems quite clear how they relate. Parents ofspecial-
needs children can learn a lot through speaking with the therapists who treat their children.
Not only can they better understand why their children's bodies are responding the way they
do, but they can learn techniques tohelp their children athome, as well.
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Through this process with our daughter, I have found wonderful resources that will
give her the best chance to be mainstreamed into the same school her brother will be
attending. I have learned that there are milestones for her that may be different from those of
normal-range kids, but they are her milestones and she will reach them. I no longer shy away
from kids who seem different because I know that they probably have parents who love them
as much as we love our daughter. They also probably have had way too many instances of
trying to explain to inquisitive strangers why their child can't do somethingthe other kids do.
I have learned the art ofpatience and realize that long journeys are often completed in tiny
steps. Parents of special-needs children often have more work cut out for them because of
their child's additional needs. They can often find support in resources such as their doctors
and schooldistricts, as well as through sharingtheir experiences with parentsofchildrenwho
have similar needs.
How Views on Child Rearing Cliange Once a Person Becomes a Parent
"I'll never let my kids do that" was a phrase that came flying out ofmy mouth often
before I was a parent myself. Anotherincrediblepearl ofwisdom was 'Svhydon't you just
get a sitter for tonight" when I wanted our fnends to join us for a night out. As I look back
on my naive statements I wonder why those parents talked to me at all, because I didn't have
any idea what I was talking about. They would have been right and they would have been
justified to tell me what I could do with my advice. In parenting, as in many aspects of life,
it is always easier to know exactlywhat to do when it isn't happeningto us. For example, in
the blissfullyquiet and sleep-filled worldofthe non-parent, such issuesas bedtimeseem
clear. The parent should just tell the child when bedtime is and that's that. For people who
do not have children it is difficuh to understand that the theory ofparents being the ones in
charge really is often just a theory. For myself, now that I have two children who have no
ideaof what a bedtimeis, I am also eatingmy words. It isn't that we didn't try, but
somehow it just didn't seemto take. My son is fairlygood about sleeping in his own bed,
but my daughter wants nothing to do withit unless mommy is theretoo. I havemet many
parents in the same predicament. Parents don't always intend fortheirchildren to fall into
habits such as this, but children are little individuals who don'talways agree with their
parents' timetables. Inmycase, this isprimarily myown doing because I would often letour
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daughter sleep with me just so I could sleep at all. I had to get up early in the morning and
go to work after all, just like most other parents I knew. I was sure she'd get better about the
bedtime arrangements as she got older, but I realize now that I should have been more firm
when she was younger because she has become accustomed to this routine. It is going to be
much harder at this point to get her to adopt a set bedtime in her own bed than it would have
been when she was much younger.
The bedtime lesson is but one of the many incidents ofbefore-children thinking that
completely go out the window once you have kids. I never realized before I had children
how traumatic it is to leave your baby with someone so you can go to work, or even just go
out for a date with your spouse. It all seemed so simple before kids because I didn't have
that visceral emotional tie to children that you get once you become a parent. This is a
universal concern for many parents. No matter who is watching our children, if it isn't us, it
isn't as good.
Luckily I have very good and understanding friends who good-naturedly tease me
about my before-children views. Since the shoe is now on the other foot and I am the one
with young children, I try to remember this tooandI endeavor to be understanding of my
childlessfriends and familymembers whenthey sharetheir insights on child-rearing with
me. I nod and smile when theycompare the anticsoftheir pets with thoseofmy children,
just as my friends once did with me. I try to remember what it was like to be on the outside
lookingin at the youngfamilies who seemed to haveso many issues to contendwith all the
time,while I was mainly concerned withwhatI wasgoingto do on Fridaynight. I no longer
get impatient with parents who bring their children to restaurants because I know that the
parents are probably thrilled that someone is waitingon them for a change and that they don't
have to clean up thegigantic mess of Saltines thathasamassed on the floor. Mainly I have
learned tolerance and thatwhat seems like a logical solution to a given situation means zip
when there's a toddler involved.
Changes in Parenting Styles of Different Generations
I remember being in thegrocery store onedayandin lineahead of mewerea mother
and her two young children. One child was screaming bloody murder and the mother was
doing her best to calm him down, but to no avail. All ofa sudden an older woman emerged
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from the crowd and, in front of God and everyone, told this woman that she ought to just
spank that kid and make him shut up because that's what they would have done in her day. I
recall thinking to myself that obviously that tactic worked well, because it produced such a
charming and compassionate woman. But mostly I was appalled that someone would
suggest smacking a child who was obviously already in distress in an attempt to make him
stop crying. When I got out into the parking lot I saw the mother and told her I was sorry
that she had been subjected to the other woman's abuse. As a mother oftwo young children
myself, I could empathize with her position of unfounded embarrassment at the behavior of
her child, as well as her own frustration in being unable to quiet him.
The style ofparenting today is quite different from what it was when my parents were
raising us. Neitlier that mother, nor I, nor any mother I know for that matter today, would
have physicallyhit her child in the middle ofa public place in order to make him or her be
quiet, because that is not the style ofparentinggenerallyemployed today. While that may
have been acceptedpractice 20,30, or more years ago, today's parents opt for a gentler
approach. Today's parents talk to their kids, attempt to reason with them, and employ
strategies such as time-outs or the revocation ofprivileges as opposed to corporal
punishment. Today's parents don't believe that they should tell their children that hitting is
wrong while simultaneously spanking them. Go figure. Most people have probably heard
the expression "spare the rod, spoil the child." That was an accepted practice ofparenting
not too long ago. Today's parents generally feel, however, that if spanking is used as the
exception rather than the rule, it will be more effective. Perhaps this is because parents today
have grown up differently thanour parentsdid. Parentsof my generation have grownup
with Phil Donahue, Oprah and now Dr. Phil. We have learned to talk about our feelings and
our problems openly in an effort to resolve conflictsprimarilythrough communication and
understanding. In contrast, our parents grewup with the idea that what happens in a family's
housestays there, a family's personal business is to remainprivate, and childrenwill speak
when spoken to. The influenceof society, whether throughmedia as in our case, or shared
values as in ourparents' case, greatly affects thewayin which weparent ourchildren.
While people in general believe today that reasoning through issueswithchildren is
preferable, I sometimes wonder ifwe talk to our children too much. I remember when I was
young hearing from myown father thefamiliar mantra of"because I said so" in response to
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my inquiries ofwhy, why, why. While I was certain Iwould never do that to my own
children, I do on occasion find that tobea dandy little phrase. I don't always think a three or
five-year old needs an in-depth explanation ofmy decision, oris even capable ofreceiving
the complete message I am trying to give them. Wlien Iheard that phrase fi-om my father I
knew exactly what it meant and what was expected ofme. I didn't need time to try topuzzle
thatone out. I also knew thatDadwas theone ultimately in charge, despite what I thought in
my mind to be the family hierarchy. Comparing the styles today ofreasoning with our kids
to the more dictatorial orphysical styles ofour parents, I think there canbea happy medium
between the two. Certainly I have found that explaining to my son why he couldn't have a
popsicle for breakfast made more sense than beating him with the popsicle. I would not
hesitate, however, to slap mychild's hand if he or she wasabout to touch something
dangerous in orderto get hisor her immediate attention andmake a lasting impression.
Wliile I feel childrenneed to be respected as individuals, I also believe in the need to
recognize that theyare indeed children andnot miniature grown-ups. People today expect a
lot oftheir children. They want them to excel and start worryingabout which preschool or
kindergarten their little prodigies will get accepted into. Theyexpect theirchildren to be able
to cope with stresses such as heavyacademic schedules and too many extracurricular
activities that they themselves neverhad to deal with. Peopleforget kids need to be kids
sometimes and that parentsneed to be the parents. Children don't always have the capacity
to reason things out with us as today's parent might opt to do, and I have found that it is
important for children to know that their parents are the ones who are in charge. For
example, when I was a teenager I had a friend, Gloria, who actually envied the fact that my
parents were so concerned with where I was and whom I was with, even though I thought it
to be a colossal pain. "At least they care about you" is what she said to me and that has stuck
with me for 20+ years now. Without going to extremes in either today's style ofparenting or
yesterday's style, I have discovered that showing a child that a parent cares is what is most
important.
Balancing Time
Dealing with mommy guilt isperhaps one ofthe toughest parts ofparenting for me.
Living in the Bay Area is extremely expensive and it isa necessity for most families.
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including ours, to have two incomes. Thiscan leavelittle fun timeto spend with the kids.
Working outside of the home during the day means that there is usually less than an hour
spentwith the kids in the morningand maybeabout threewakinghours spent with them in
theevening. During that time housework, homework, meals, baths andassorted otherthings
all haveto be squeezed in, leaving littleopportunity forquality time. Ultimately though,
families have to choose what is most important to them—^spending time with the kids or
having a perfecthouse. I try to choose the kidsoverthe houseas much as possible because
they areonlyyoung once. Most parents will tell youthatthe timechildren areyoung passes
veryquickly, and I, personally, wantto missas littleof that timeas possible. This is a
decision most families have to come to terms with aswell. One of theways I've seen parents
try to spend good time with their kids is by getting involved in extracurricular activities such
as sports. We have done this withour son and will be doingthis with our daughteras well.
Not onlyis thisgood forthe kids, butit gets thewhole family outof the house, away from
distractions and focused on the kids. Thiscommitment of timeto them andtheirsport is
beneficial to everyone. It allows us as parents to show our childrenhow much we do want to
be with them andhowmuch theydomean to us when theyseeus on thesidelines every
Saturdaycheeringthemon. We all receive the reminder that there is more to life than going
to work and taking careof a house and that we have to make time for all the important things.
I'm not saying this is easy by any means. Parents are often very tired after work and the
thought of goingto t-ball practiceisn't always appealing. It is worth it thoughwhen you see
your child growing in confidence, making new friends, and lighting up when he catches that
fly ball. Making this time for our kids surely helps ease our guilt over not being able to be
with them all the time, but it also reminds us how important it is to take the time while
they're young to enjoy them.
Conclusion
Beinga parent is the toughest and most enjoyable job I will ever have in my life and
it is the one thing I want to do incrediblywell. If I were to give advice to someone who was
about to become a parent for the first time, I would tell them to first and foremost find a good
pediatrician becausethey are worth theirweight in gold. The physical and mental healthofa
child will shape thatchild's future andshould be soundly protected. I would also tell them
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that there is nothing better than the advice ofa person who has been there before when it
comes to raising children. Books are well and good, but a mother who has successfully
raised four childrenofher own is a book ofknowledge unto herself and her words should be
treasured. Most importantly, however, I would say that loving our children and surrounding
them with people who also love them isthe greatest gift parents can give to their child. No
child can have enough love and themore nurturing they getfrom many sources thebetter.
Being a parent will teach you many things about yourselfand lifeas you seeyourself
mirrored in your children. Patience, tolerance, the ability to learn toprioritize what is most
important in your life, and what pure love is are allpart of the package of being a parent.
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A Futile Fight Against Fire
By Ivan Parr
The fall of2003 left Southern California scorched by the state's second most devastating
fire in a century. Burning 722,000 acres of land, destroying 2,600 homes, and killing 20
people, flames from Los Angeles to SanBemadino and San Diego soundedthe sirens for
help ("Southern"). Unfortunately, the help that has come—the Government's plan to prevent
fires—^may be leading to a stringofeven more problems. This ill-researched bill not only
ignores the crux of the crisis,but mayactuallyincrease the possibility of more life-
threatening disasters.
This fire-prevention bill has become known as the "Healthy Forest Act." Its strategy, as
President Bush describes it, saves lives and homes through thinning potential fire-prone areas
("Bush eases"). Specifically, the bill would "triple logging and allow the cutting of larger
trees" in several California National Forests (Thompson).Not only people would benefit,
proclaims Forest Service spokesman Matt Mathes, but trees: "we're trying to protect the
giant sequoia trees from fire" (Thompson).
The Healthy Forest Act has some good points. As Bush notes, tripling logging will help
the economy ("Bush eases"). The removal ofdead trees in some states, such as Arizona, and
the clearingofovergrowntrees around aquifersmakesa safer, cleaner environment for
people, not to mention that the Healthy Forest Act is intended to protect property and lives
(Boatman). There is no wonder why Bush calls this bill "common sense" ("Bush eases").
Even better "common sense," however, would have been to conduct some research on the
subject before signing the bill and exposing the incompetenceofthe Forest Service and
government researchers to the nation. As it appears, Bush has not taken into consideration the
immediate side effects of tripling logging, such as erosion.
It is simple to understand how felling Sierra trees creates erosion. According to the
American Lands website, the root systems ofsome Sierra conifers—sequoia^ for example-
can run across an entire forest, connecting each individual tree. Even the removal ofa few of
the larger trees can result in a small dominoeffect that would uneartha landslideby their
roots. The moreubiquitous roots of firs andpines—counting for 99.8per cent of the
mountain forests—are what keep the mountainsides and hills inplace (Storer and Usinger
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114). If the trees were thinned to a percent where they would not let fire catch from neighbor
to neighbor, seventy-five per cent of the trees would be gone and acres ofdirt and rock would
come falling apart and rolling, first into Los Angeles water supplies and various Mountain
water sources including Lake Tahoe, and eventually silting into the central valley and the
ocean. At the same time, landslides and mudslides would be creating a hazard for homes and,
indeed, lives in the foothills and central valley (American Lands).
Fortunately, the United States governmentwill never be able to pull offsuch a grand
project. No seventy-five percent loggmg will occur. Instead, Congress has only mandated
"one-seventhofa percent logging"(American Lands). While this will have less drastic (but
present) erosion problems, it hardlytakes any steps towardsthe preventionoffires. To
understand why, one must do a little research on the biology ofconiferous forests.
Tough pine and fir needles with their waxy coveringsare flammable not by an accident,
but by an adaptation of the trees. These forests actually"want to bum." Forest Service
spokesperson Mathesmay be interested to knowthat his belovedgiant sequoias have been
marked for protection partlybecausethey arefire-dependent. Sequoias and most Sierra
conifersrely on periodic bums to kill their barkparasites, remove dead branches, and
germinate their seeds (Schoenherr 119). In other words, millions ofyears have been invested
intomaking sure that the trees willbirniat anyopportunity. Twotrees canbe up to thirtyfeet
away from each other, but as long as there are dead needles lyingbetween them, fire will
spread from one to the other, if not by following the flammablewaxes, by wind
(Cunningham and Saigo). Meanwhile the higherpercentages of UV light streamingin on a
newly-thinned forest may kill patches on the remaining trees, adding to the volatility of those
fire-prone giants (American Lands).
Ifone thing can be said for the work ofthe HealthyForest Act researchers, it is this: at
least they know that those forests bum. Had they gone an extra centimeter, however, they
would have made another discovery: forests bum even after they are bumed. Even if the trees
are to be successfully removed without erosion problems, fire-inducingplants would be back
to haunt the landscape. When a fire or thinning occurs, the first vegetative type to re-establish
itselfon the little barrenpatches is a brush calledchaparral (Schoenherr 120;Barbourand
Major 427).
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Chaparral is even more potent than the coniferous forests, being one ofthe five most fire-
inducing vegetative types in the world (Dallman 70). If the researchers were to probe just
one millimeter more into their subject, they would find this chaparral to be the real culprit of
the California fall fires. Not remotely connected to the fiery Sierra forests, the Southern
Califomia fires are a direct result ofthe flammableallelopathic toxins (a waxy substance
shrubs use to kill the seedlings and new growthofcompetingplants) that coat chaparral
shrubs. According to Barbour and Major, these flammable toxins build up as old shrubs die
or get larger, and will inevitably spark the fire that will prune back old shrubs (most shrubs
will actuallysurvive the fire), cleanout the deadwood, and germinate new seeds through
heat. These fires typically occuronceor twice a century(Barbour and Major432).
Keeping this in mind, one shouldknow that chaparral is the most common vegetative
type in the state, abundant from SantaBarbarato SanDiegoand dominating the United
States' largest National Forest in the mountains surrounding LosAngeles (Dallman 63). If
the government is reallyworried about property devastation, it shouldbe paying closer
attention to these areas with higher development and more potential risk.
Interestingly, the government did makea note ofremoving the chaparral in an earlier
draft, but after negotiating with logging companies, the bill was amended to excludeit
(Thompson). Perhaps Bushis a littledaunted by the magnificent taskof taming so potent
and widespreada region.There is no excuse, however, why he should not have at least
considered the fewways to null the effects of chaparral fire on housingcommunities before
signing the Healthy Forest bill.
Forkeeping fires at bay, thenumber onewayto"tame"chaparral is through prescribed
burnings. If monitored burnings takeplace in early fall, fire will remove thehighly volatile
dead underbrush without killing theplants, while themoister climate makes the spread of
fires easier to control. It is important to keep theshrubs alive since theirtaproots arewhat
hold up the hills and mountainsides thatwould otherwise be tumbling down on Santa
Barbara, SanDiego, and Los Angeles (Major andBarbour 455).
If lives and homes aretobesaved, the safest method stated bythe Firewise Communities
Council says that brush should be cleared no less than 100 yards from one's property. In this
way, it would take longer for fires to reach homes and give people a better chance of
escaping (McBrian).
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Thegovernment hasclearly taken aninterest in thewell-being of its citizens, butwhen
property and lives are onthe line, rescue plans should becarried out with as much precaution
as time will allow. In the case of the California fires, I hope that the Bush Administration will
have theperception to rethink their rasher plans and re-create a Healthy Forest Plan that is
truly healthy for the forests andpeoplealike.
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